
Tired of rows of lockers lining 

corridors.  How about a product 
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create laybys, lodges & islands that 

encourage chance meeting & places 

for interaction?
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Lockit



Lockit lockers offer a stylish way to create personal storage hubs, whilst also providing 

the perfect surfaces to add vibrant colours & graphic images within a workplace. 

Made using robust timber carcases and a choice of either acrylic or timber doors, plus a 

host of lock options, our lockers can be manufactured to suit your dimensions and are 

perfectly adapted to enhance your workplace.

Lockit is a modular system of individual columns of freestanding lockers.  The product 

can be given a ‘built in’ appearance with continuous tops, side cladding panels & over 

sailing backs.

Lockit lockers with graphic images across doors.  The run of 

lockers is punctuated by Privo 2 seater laybys.  Evolv is 

configured as a touch down bench with meeting ends.



Lockit specified with multicoloured acrylic doors with post slot & name window.



SpecSavers, Fareham

Oracle Head Office, Moorgate

GSK, World Headquarters, Brentford

EE, Darlington

Whilst we promote a standard range of lockers these are seldom 

specified on a project.  Heights, widths, depths, number & shape of 

doors, locks & finishes are all tailored to produce a project specific 

solution.

A simple way to customize our lockers is with the use of manifestation.  

From simple colours & shapes to complex graphic images & branding; 

all can be applied prior to delivery or you may decide to arrange the 

application yourself on site.



Keyed Lock Mechanical Combination  Lock

Electronic Combination Lock RFID Lock

Educational Project Lock Solution

The electronic locks we 

use as standard are not 

fed by mains power.  

This allows modules to 

be moved without the 

need to re cable.

Highly durable doors of compact laminate with a robust 

padlock recess that doubles as a handle.  Two high modules 

built under a continuous work surface.



Lockit with sloping tops at Bridge Academy, Hackney.  



Lockit can be used to shape the officescape creating 

meeting pods, copier hubs & poseur height work surfaces

Lockit Lodge Lockit Layby Lockit Island



Lockit lockers at GSK World Headquarters


